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Abstract—The emergence of a great number of regional planning
projects worldwide has considerably increased the complexity and
relevance of transmission expansion planning, prompting intensive
research and investigation on the formulation and solution. In this
paper, the security constrained transmission expansion planning
problem is addressed by a branch-and-cut Benders decomposition
(BCBD) algorithm. It is a deterministic method where the global
optimal solution can be guaranteed in a finite number of itera-
tions. Based on this implementation framework, four acceleration
strategies have been employed to enhance the performance. For
the validation of accuracy and efficiency, the commercial solver
Cplex running on the same platform is introduced for comparison,
where four types of mixed-integer linear programming algorithms
are discriminated by specifying two pairs of key settings, including
dynamic searching and parallel implementation. The superiority
of BCBD over Cplex has been validated by case studies, where five
benchmark systems ranging from 6 to 300 buses are employed.
In addition, performance analysis between BCBD and classical
Benders decomposition has also been carried out to distinguish
the contribution of branch-and-cut framework and acceleration
strategies.

Index Terms—Benders decomposition (BD), branch-and-cut
(B&C) algorithm, mixed-integer linear programming (MILP), par-
allel processing, security constrained transmission expansion plan-
ning (SCTEP).

I. INTRODUCTION

TRANSMISSION expansion planning (TEP) has regained
its importance as a vital planning study especially in the

context of the growing complexity of smart power systems
[1]–[3]. Reliability and security concerns of electricity sup-
ply during this radical evolution of modern power systems is
causing operators and engineers to find improved and efficient
solutions to classical planning problems [4], [5]. Therefore, se-
curity constrained Transmission expansion planning (SCTEP)
has emerged [6], [7], which determines how to expand and re-
inforce the transmission network in order to supply electricity
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to consumers in a secure and economic fashion, where the fore-
casted load growth over a specific time span and the available
generation assets are available for decision making.

Two main types of models have been widely used to rep-
resent the transmission network in TEP studies: the dc and
ac power flow models. The classical dc model is, in general,
a mixed-integer, nonlinear, nonconvex, and NP-hard problem,
which is utilized in TEP solution mostly when the security cri-
terion is not considered [8]. Another widely utilized dc model
is the disjunctive model, which is derived from the classical dc
model by representing the integer decision variables with bi-
nary decision variables, and eliminating the nonlinear property
by the introduction of linearizing constant (big-M ), resulting in
a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) problem. The dis-
junctive model is mainly employed for the solution of SCTEP
[6], [9]–[14]. Full ac model is considered only at a later stage of
the planning process when the most attractive topologies have
been determined [8].

Security, in a deterministic sense (which is the current com-
mon industry practice), is the capability of a power system to
withstand a specified set of credible contingencies [6], [15].
Modeling security drastically increases the complexity of the
resulting problem since the unavailability of system compo-
nents needs to be characterized. One of the most extensively
adopted criteria in the literature on SCTEP is the N − 1 secu-
rity criterion, which states that the system should be expanded
in such a way that if a line was withdrawn the resulting system
should still operate adequately [16], [17].

In this paper, SCTEP formulated by the disjunctive model
is investigated with the consideration of transmission line
N − 1 security criterion. To tackle this tough MILP problem,
lots of research efforts have been devoted, such as the direct
MILP solution method [9] and the adjustable robust optimiza-
tion approach [6]. However, both methods formulate all the
scenarios/contingencies into one whole MILP problem, lead-
ing to the number of decision variables and constraints increases
to a scale of thousands or even millions, which presents a major
challenge for several popular commercial MILP solvers, such as
Cplex, Gurobi, and Lingo. Therefore, decomposition strategies
were investigated [10]–[14] to separate the complex full prob-
lem into several smaller subproblems, among which Benders
decomposition (BD) [18] has received the most attention in the
literature.

BD has a good reputation from its wide application for differ-
ent kinds of optimization problems; nevertheless, there are few
fields where BD can work very well without much additional
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implementation work, i.e., enhancements to BD are almost al-
ways necessary. Within several attempts to solve SCTEP with
BD, Asadamongkol and Eua-arporn [10] introduced a local
search procedure to solve the master problem, with consid-
erably decreased computational time reported compared with
classical Benders decomposition (CLBD); however, additional
constraints are applied to reduce the search space at the time
of problem formulation, i.e., the original problem has been re-
vised. Lumbreras and Ramos [11] introduced a lot of interesting
improvements employed by a practical project using textual de-
scription, such as inexact master problem resolution mechanism,
semirelaxed cuts for discrete decision variables, and the com-
bination of monocut and multicut; nevertheless, few technical
and mathematical details were exhibited. Jenabi et al. [12] in-
troduced two valid inequalities to reduce the search space of the
master problem, as well as multiple generation cuts and strong
high density cut to boost the convergent efficiency. Alizadeh-
Mousavi and Zima-Bočkarjova [13] proposed a set of appro-
priate Benders cuts specifically tailored for the binary decision
variables, and also studied the effectiveness of standard and
modified disjunctive model. Huang and Dinavahi [14] developed
three acceleration strategies, resulting in significant reduction in
both execution time and the number of iterations.

Although remarkable advances have been made in BD for
finding the global optimal solution of SCTEP, some beneficial
endeavors still need to be conducted, one of them is relieving the
intense computational burden for the master problem. All the
above-mentioned enhancements on BD, including our previous
work [14], were implemented in the classical framework, i.e.,
iteratively solving the master problem (which is integer linear
programming (ILP) or MILP) and the subproblem [which is lin-
ear programming (LP)] until the convergence criteria are met.
It can be very expensive from a computational point of view
since the solution of ILP and MILP is heavily involved, which
is much more computationally intensive than the LP solution.
Therefore, in this paper, instead of solving the MILP and ILP
master problem, we integrate the BD process into a branch-and-
cut (B&C) framework, resulting in a branch-and-cut Benders
decomposition (BCBD) algorithm, where only the relaxed LP
master problem needs to be solved at each node; thus, much
computational effort can be saved, as well as the total execution
time. Additionally, four acceleration strategies have also been
utilized to enhance the solution performance. Comprehensive
computational experiments conducted on five benchmark test
systems indicate that BCBD (working in sequential mode) per-
forms better for the majority of problems although some MILP
solvers work in parallel with 24 threads.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
1) For the circumstance that more than one circuits can

be built in each corridor, a nonanticipativity constraint
satisfying contingency construction technique has been
proposed.

2) In order to release the heavy computational burden of
MILP or ILP master problem in the classical BD, an op-
timization technique for MILP has been investigated by
integrating the CLBD into a B&C framework, resulting
in the BCBD algorithm, where only LP solution is related

for both master problem and subproblems. To the best of
our knowledge, this kind of methodology has never been
reported in the solution of SCTEP.

3) Four acceleration strategies have been employed in BCBD
as the supplementary components to enhance the conver-
gence efficiency as well as to restrict the solution space:
two-phase method, multicut strategy, valid inequality, and
optimal preconditioning.

4) Intensive comparison and performance analysis have been
carried out between BCBD and other algorithms, includ-
ing four types of MILP algorithm discriminated from
Cplex solver and seven types of BD algorithm separated
from BCBD and CLBD.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The SCTEP
disjunctive model formulation and stochastic programming are
presented in Section II. Section III describes the integration of
BD into B&C framework, as well as the four acceleration strate-
gies. Computational experiments and performance evaluations
are reported and discussed in Section IV. Finally, conclusions
and future work are highlighted in Section V.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Disjunctive Model

As shown in a range of previous work [6], [9], [10], [12]–[14],
the disjunctive model is given as follows:
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i ≤ di , i ∈ N (9)

nk
ij ∈ {0, 1}, k = 1, . . . ,K.

where
C set of candidate transmission lines;
E set of existing transmission lines;
N set of bus nodes;
S set of security contingencies/scenarios;
K maximum no. of circuits can be built for each line;
M constant used to linearize the power flow constraint of

transmission line;
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Fig. 1. Initiated and candidate circuits on corridor 1–2.

P penalty factor for loss of load;
cij construction cost for transmission line ij;
di load demand at node i;
f

0(s)
ij power flow of the original circuit ij at scenario s;

f
k(s)
ij power flow of the kth parallel circuit ij at scenario s;

f̄ij maximum power flow on transmission line ij;

g
(s)
i amount of generation at node i at scenario s;

ḡi maximum amount of generation at node i;
n

0(s)
ij initial no. of circuits on corridor ij for scenario s;

nk
ij binary variables indicating whether the kth parallel cir-

cuit of corridor ij is built;
r

(s)
i amount of load shedding at node i at scenario s;

γij susceptance of transmission line ij;

θ
(s)
i voltage angle of node i at scenario s.

The objective function (1) comprises construction cost and
load curtailment penalty; constraint (2) is a valid inequality
strategy utilized to refine the solution space by eliminating
some equivalent solutions, which will be explained in Section
III-C; constraint (3) is the load balance requirement for each
bus, i.e., Kirchhoff’s current law; constraints (4) and (5) rep-
resent the Kirchhoff’s voltage law for existing and candidate
circuits; power flow is limited by (6) and (7); and finally, the
amount of generation and load curtailment are restricted by (8)
and (9). The configuration of parameter n0

ij and binary deci-
sion variables nk

ij (k = 1, . . . ,K) are exemplified by Fig. 1 on
corridor 1–2.

Scenario set S related to N − 1 transmission line outage
can be defined as either a full version for the convenience of
formulation

S = C (10)

or a refined one to save computational time:

S =

{
ij|n0

ij +
K∑

k=1

nk
ij > 0, ij ∈ C

}
. (11)

For a given solution, it is sufficient only when it can withstand
the loss of any ij ∈ S. If (10) is utilized, the outage of all ij ∈ C
should be checked; on the other hand, (11) only exams those
corridors with original or newly built circuits.

All the components in (1)–(9) with the superscript (s) are
scenario-dependent decision variables, which will be valued
automatically in the process of problem solving, except for
n

0(s)
ij , which is a parameter required to describe each scenario

that needs to be predefined. Suppose isjs is the corresponding
unavailable corridor in scenario s, then the process of n

0(s)
ij

Algorithm 1: Contingency Construction.
1: for Each considered contingency s do
2: for Each candidate and existing circuit ij do
3: if Considered circuit ij is corridor isjs then
4: if n0

is js
> 0 then

5: Set n
0(s)
ij = n0

is js
− 1.

6: else
7: Replace constraint (5) when k = 1 by

f
1(s)
ij = 0.

8: end if
9: else

10: Set n
0(s)
ij = n0

ij .
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for

assignment as well as contingency construction can be given
by Algorithm 1.

The main logic of Algorithm 1 lies in the fact that the paral-
leled circuits are equivalent with each other. When a contingency
on corridor isjs needs to be formulated, we first check whether
there are any existing initial circuits; if yes, then model this sce-
nario by reducing one initial circuit (step 5); otherwise, set the
power flow of the first parallel link to be 0 (step 7), which means
n1

is js
is withdrawn. Obviously, step 7 satisfies the circumstance

that no power flow needs to be taken by isjs ; otherwise, at least
one parallel link needs to be built; however, it must start from
n2

is js
= 1 [where n1

is js
still needs to be valued as 1 according to

valid inequality (2)] since f
1(s)
ij = 0 due to step 7, which means

the cost of n1
is js

has been counted although it provides no con-
tribution to the power flow. The above-mentioned algorithm is
suitable for both definitions of S given in (10) and (11).

B. Stochastic Programming

The MILP disjunctive model of SCTEP is usually treated
as the two-stage stochastic programming problem [10]–[14],
which can be formulated as follows:

min
x,ys

cT x + PqT
1 y1 + PqT

2 y2 + · · · + PqT
s ys (12)

s.t. Ax ≤ b

T 1x + W 1y1 ≤ h1

T 2x + W 2y2 ≤ h2

: + · · · ≤ :

T sx + W sys ≤ hs

x ∈ X , y1 ≥ 0, . . . , ys ≥ 0

where c and qs are the cost vectors, x is a vector that denotes
the integer decision variables restricted by a set of X , ys are
the continuous variables for each scenario s, and A, b, T s , W s ,
and hs are coefficient matrices and vectors. The detailed config-
urations of decision variables x and ys are given in Table I. The
structures of coefficient matrices and vectors can be determined
accordingly based on Table I and (1)–(9).
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TABLE I
DEFINITION OF DECISION VARIABLES x AND ys

Decision variables Properties Configurations

x Binary
{[

nk
ij

]
ij∈C, k=1 . . .K

}

y1 Continuous

{[
f

0(1)
ij

]

ij∈E
,
[
f

k (1)
ij

]

ij∈C, k=1 . . .K
,
[
g

(1)
i

]

i∈N
,
[
r

(1)
i

]

i∈N
,
[
θ

(1)
i

]

i∈N

}

y2 Continuous

{[
f

0(2)
ij

]

ij∈E
,
[
f

k (2)
ij

]

ij∈C, k=1 . . .K
,
[
g

(2)
i

]

i∈N
,
[
r

(2)
i

]

i∈N
,
[
θ

(2)
i

]

i∈N

}

· · · Continuous · · ·

ys Continuous

{[
f

0(s)
ij

]

ij∈E
,
[
f

k (s)
ij

]

ij∈C, k=1 . . .K
,
[
g

(s)
i

]

i∈N
,
[
r

(s)
i

]

i∈N
,
[
θ

(s)
i

]

i∈N

}

It is relatively straightforward to translate the MILP disjunc-
tive model (1) into stochastic programming (12) by converting
constraints (3)–(9) into T sx + W sys ≤ hs for each scenario
s and keeping the other constraints and objective function the
same. The solution process for stochastic programming is usu-
ally implemented in an iterative manner. At each iteration, the
master problem (first stage) is solved to obtain a temporary inte-
ger solution, which will be verified by subproblems (scenarios,
referred as the second stage), where feasibility or optimality
cuts may be generated according to specified rules, and then
added to the master problem for the next iteration solution. The
procedure terminates if no cuts can be extracted from the second
stage. During the above-mentioned course, the nonanticipativity
constraint [19] of stochastic programming prescribes that all the
second stage subproblems should receive the same temporary
solution from the first stage, which means each scenario is inde-
pendent with the temporary solution. In this paper, scenario s is
determined by Algorithm 1, where the intermediate solution n̄k

ij

is not related, i.e., nonanticipativity constraints are maintained.
It should be noted that, from the point of view of practical

operation, if any loss of load r
(s)
i is positive, the solution is in-

valid; however, mathematically speaking, with the introduction
of r

(s)
i , the system is always feasible, i.e., any solution of n̄k

ij

will not violate any constraints since there always has at least
a scheme of r

(s)
i = di to compensate the load imbalance in (3).

Therefore, the generated two-stage stochastic programming is a
complete recourse problem, i.e., all the first stage solutions are
feasible in the second stage.

III. SOLUTION METHODOLOGY

A. Benders Decomposition

BD separates the original problem (12) into master problem
[MP] and subproblem [SP] according to binary and continuous
decision variables. In addition, the dual problem of [SP] should
be generated and marked as [DP]:

[MP] min
x

cT x + Q (13)

s.t. Ax ≤ b, x ∈ X (14)

[SP] min
ys

qT
s ys (15)

s.t. W sys ≤ hs − T s x̄, ys ≥ 0, s ∈ S (16)

[DP] max
us

(hs − T s x̄)T us (17)

s.t. W T
s us ≤ qs , us ≤ 0, s ∈ S (18)

where Q =
∑

s∈S psQs is the weighted sum of objective values
from each subproblem for scenario s, x̄ is the temporary solution
of [MP], and us is the dual values for constraints in [SP].

As this is a complete recourse problem, [SP] is always feasi-
ble; thus, [DP] is bounded, and the objective function value of
[DP] provides a valid lower bound for [SP] according to dual
theory; therefore, an optimality cut can be generated:

Qs ≥ (hs − T sx)T ūs , s ∈ S (19)

where ūs is the optimal solution of [DP]. Since the feasibility
of [SP] is always valid, feasibility cuts are not required in this
problem. After the adding of optimality cut, the [MP] is evolved
as follows:

[MP] min
x

cT x + Q (20)

s.t. Ax ≤ b, x ∈ X (21)

Q ≥
∑

s∈S
ps(hs − T sx)T ūi

s , i = 1 . . . N

(22)

where N is the current iteration number.
In each iteration, the lower bound LB is the objective value of

[MP], and the upper bound UB is determined by the objective
value of [DP], i.e., UB′ = cT x̄ +

∑
s∈S ps(hs − T s x̄)T ūs .

The solution process of BD is given in Algorithm 2. After ini-
tialization, the [MP] is first solved, with temporary solution x̄,
and objective value LB′ is obtained. Update LB into LB′ if
LB′ > LB. Based on x̄, the [DP] for each scenario s can be
solved to generate optimality cuts (22) and UB′. Then, cuts are
added into [MP] and UB is updated into UB′ if UB′ < UB. The
above-mentioned iterative process terminates if |UB − LB| ≤ ε.
The transferred data between [MP] and [DP] is their optimal
solution x̄ and ūs . It should be noted that Algorithm 2 is a
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of BD within classical implementation framework.

Algorithm 2: Benders Decomposition (simplified version).

1: Set ε = 10−6 , LB = −∞ and UB = +∞.
2: while |UB − LB| > ε do
3: Solve [MP] with all generated cuts to get a solution x̄

with objective value LB′.
4: if LB′ > LB then
5: Set LB = LB′.
6: end if
7: Solve [DP] with x̄ for each scenario s, denote the

optimal solution as ūs .
8: Calculate UB′ = cT x̄ +

∑
s∈S ps(hs − T s x̄)T ūs .

9: Generate cut (22) based on ūs , and add it into [MP].
10: if UB′ < UB then
11: Set UB = UB′.
12: end if
13: end while

simplified version of CLBD since the feasibility cuts are omitted.
For more details of BD implementation on the power system,
please refer to [20]. An illustrative flowchart of implementation
framework is given in Fig. 2. Nevertheless, repeatedly solving
[MP] to optimality, adding a cut and resolving it can be very
expensive in terms of computational resources.

B. BCBD

In order to relieve the computational burden of [MP], a
branch-and-check strategy was advocated in [21], where only
one MILP search tree of [MP] was built and maintained, i.e.,
[MP] is solved into optimality by only once, whereas all the
efforts spent on each node of the tree are solving the LP relaxed
[MP], which is much easier and faster compared with MILP
solution. In spirit of this strategy, we integrated BD into the
B&C framework provided by ILOG–Cplex concert technology,
resulting in the BCBD algorithm. The step by step implemen-
tation process is illustrated by Algorithm 3. It is obvious that
the key steps of Algorithm 2 are line 3 and lines 7–9, which are
all represented and highlighted in Algorithm 3. Other steps of
Algorithm 3 are corresponding to the B&C process. The solution
framework of BCBD is illustrated in Fig. 3. It can be seen that
only LP is addressed in both [MP] and [DP].

Algorithm 3: BCBD Algorithm.
1: Add the original [MP] into tree L, set final solution

x∗ = null and value v∗ = +∞.
2: while L is not empty do
3: Select a node [MP] from L.
4: Solve the LP relaxation of [MP] to obtain an optimal

solution x̄ with objective value v. (corresponding to
line 3 in Algorithm 2)

5: if LP is infeasible then
6: Prune the node.
7: else if v ≥ v∗ then
8: Prune the node.
9: else if x̄ is integer then

10: Solve [DP] based on x̄ and generate Benders cuts.
(corresponding to lines 7–9 in Algorithm 2)

11: if No cuts generated then
12: Update v∗ = v and x∗ = x̄, prune the node.
13: else
14: Add the cuts to the LP relaxation and return to 4.
15: end if
16: else
17: if A candidate solution x̄′ is found then
18: Search for cutting planes that are violated by x̄′.
19: Solve [DP] based on x̄′ and generate Benders

cuts. (corresponding to lines 7–9 in
Algorithm 2)

20: If any cutting planes or Benders cuts are found,
add them to the LP relaxation and return to 4.

21: end if
22: Choose one non-integral variable from x̄ to branch,

create two nodes and add them to L.
23: end if
24: end while
25: return Final solution x∗ and value v∗.

Large numbers of constraints will usually be involved in large-
scale problems; however, many of them are redundant or at
least not binding near the optimal solution, and any of them can
be ruled out without prior information. One proper method to
handle these constraints is to set them as lazy constraints and
put them into a pool in Cplex. When a solution is generated,
the solver will check if any lazy constraints are violated and,
if so, adds them to the active set. Lazy constraints that were
previously added but have not been binding for a while will be
returned to the pool. In Algorithm 3, the lazy constraint with
callback function is utilized, which is guaranteed to be checked
every time Cplex B&C framework finds a candidate solution
(see line 17), regardless of how the candidate is found (such as,
node LP solution, rounding, and various heuristics).

C. Acceleration Strategies

To improve the solution performance, four acceleration strate-
gies are employed in this paper. They are beneficial from differ-
ent aspects: generating high-quality initiate points, increasing
the number of cuts, restricting the solution space, and obtaining
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of BD within B&C implementation framework.

Fig. 4. ILP hull versus LP hull.

tighter cuts. Their performance on CLBD framework has been
reported in [14], [22]; however, implementation on the devel-
oped BCBD framework has never been revealed before. For
simplicity, only the first method is depicted in detail. The math-
ematical formulation and further explanation of the other strate-
gies are given in [14].

1) Two-Phase Method: As shown in Fig. 4, the convex hull
of the feasible region of the MILP is always contained within
the LP relaxation; thus, all added LP cuts are valid for MILP,
which leads to the two-phase method [22]. In the two-phase
method, the MILP problem is relaxed into LP and solved to
optimality by BD in Phase 1, all the generated cuts are sent to
Phase 2 where the integrality property of MILP is considered.
The general implementation framework is given in Algorithm 4.
It has been proved by experiments that this method plays a major
role in making the MILP start from a high-quality point (global
optimal of LP relaxation), especially when the MILP has a small
integrality gap.

2) Multicut Method: Instead of returning only one cut at
each iteration to [MP], as shown in (22) for the CLBD, a multicut
strategy can be employed to enhance the convergence efficiency
by generating one cut from each scenario [11], [12], [23], [24],
i.e., multiple cuts are introduced for each iteration.

3) Valid Inequality: In SCTEP, the circuits built in parallel
are similar; thus, there will be several equivalent optimal so-
lutions, which may introduce complexity during the solution

Fig. 5. Number of equivalent solutions for the Garver 6-bus system without
valid inequality.

Algorithm 4: Two-Phase BCBD Algorithm.
1: Phase 1:
2: Remove integrality constraints on all variables.
3: Solve the problem using Algorithm 2, and keep all the

generated cuts.
4: Phase 2:
5: Reintroduce integrality constraints on the master

problem variables.
6: Add all cuts generated from Phase 1 into master

problem, and solve the problem using Algorithm 3.

process. Results for the Garver 6-bus system is shown in Fig. 5,
where the maximum number of equivalent solutions is as large
as 4.70 × 1011 . Therefore, in order to save computational efforts
for solution searching and make the optimal solution logically
unique, valid inequality (2) is employed for all systems and
algorithms considered in this paper.

4) Optimal Preconditioning: One of the preconditions for
the optimality of SCTEP solution is Q = 0 in (20), which means
no loss of load is tolerable. Since ps is positive, then Q = 0 is
equivalent with Qs = 0 for all s ∈ S. Therefore, this optimality
precondition can be embedded into the Benders cut generation
(19) by forcing Qs = 0.

IV. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we
implemented our method in C++ and embedded it within the
ILOG–Cplex concert technology framework, based on ILOG–
Cplex 12.5.1. The implementation platform is a 64-b Windows
desktop with 32 GB RAM and 2 Intel Xeon E5-2620 CPUs at
2.10 GHz (12 cores for each).

In our experiment, the Cplex MILP solver is employed
for comparison. In order to achieve the best performance
from the MILP solver, two key modes are investigated: 1)
sequential and parallel implementation mode; and 2) tra-
ditional and dynamic B&C search pattern. Therefore, four
solvers are identified in total: MILP_dynamic (1 thread),
MILP_dynamic (24 threads), MILP_traditional (1 thread), and
MILP_traditional (24 threads). All the other parameters of
MILP solver are kept at their default settings, such as primal
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TABLE II
SCALES AND COMPLEXITY OF CONSIDERED BENCHMARK TEST SYSTEMS

Items 6-bus 24-bus 46-bus 118-bus 300-bus

No. of buses: nb 6 24 46 118 300
No. of candidate branches: nc 15 41 79 186 411
No. of parallel circuits: K 4 2 3 2 1
No. of scenarios: |S| 15 41 79 186 411
No. of binary variables: Knc 60 82 237 372 411
No. of continuous variables: |S| · ((K + 1)nc + 3nb ) 1395 7995 35 886 169 632 707 742
No. of equality constraints: |S| · (nb + nc ) 315 2665 9875 56 544 292 221
No. of inequality constraints: |S| · (5Knc + 4nb nc + nc ) 10 125 179 867 1248 200 16 709 868 203 718 726
Data resources [8] [27] [8] [28] [28]

TABLE III
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR TEST SYSTEMS WITH FIVE DIFFERENT TYPES OF METHODS

Algorithms 6-bus 24-bus 118-bus 46-bus 300-bus

Time (s) Gap Time (s) Gap Time (s) Gap Time (h) Gap Time (h) Gap

MILP_dynamic (1 thread) 2.97 99.97% 2,201.59 32.75% 1,861.64 99.89% 48.00 18.53% 48.00 27.49%
MILP_dynamic (24 threads) 3.52 99.97% 246.31 0.00% 1,487.08 99.89% 32.27 17.42% 48.00 18.90%
MILP_traditional (1 thread) 5.72 99.97% 1,230.69 31.99% 709.75 99.89% 48.00 30.25% 48.00 33.16%
MILP_traditional (24 threads) 5.19 99.97% 317.80 27.98% 481.33 99.89% 33.55 16.65% 48.00 20.71%
BCBD_traditional (1 thread) 0.47 0.00% 1,516.10 21.07% 62.65 0.00% 15.61 0.00% 48.00 5.41%

heuristics, branching variable selection, and next node selection.
On the other hand, since the lazy constraint callback function
does not support the dynamic search and may not be thread safe,
our algorithm is only implemented in sequential mode with the
traditional pattern: BCBD_traditional (1 thread).

A tolerance of ε = 10−6 is employed for all experiments. All
algorithms are forced to terminate after exceeding a maximum
run time of 48 h. Big-M is determined by the following equation
in accordance with [13], [25], and [26]:

Mij = 2θ̄γij (23)

where θ̄ is the maximum bus voltage angle.

A. Test Bed

In order to investigate the full potential of the considered
methods and algorithms, five classical benchmark systems of
different sizes are employed: the Garver 6-bus system, the IEEE
24-bus test system, the South Brazilian 46-bus system, the IEEE
118-bus test system, and the IEEE 300-bus test system. An
overview of the scales and complexity are illustrated in Table II,
as well as the available data resources.

The full feasible region is considered as the input for all
algorithms. It should be pointed out that, for IEEE 118- and
300-bus test systems, the maximum capacity of each line has
been reduced to 40% of the capacity given originally to increase
the complexity of the problem [13]. Additionally, the original
data set of [28] does not contain the price information; in this
paper, an assumption on the transmission line investment cost,
similar to [13], is adopted:

cij = 1000Lij f̄ij (24)

where Lij is the length of circuit ij.

B. Results

Unlike other algorithms with parameters, which need to be
tuned before implementation, BCBD as well as the other four
MILP solvers are totally parameter free. The comprehensive
results of the five test systems are given in Table III, where the
gap is defined by (25) and sampled when the fastest algorithm
terminates:

Gap = (UB − LB)/UB. (25)

Table III is interpreted as follows according to different sys-
tems. Detailed performance comparison between various algo-
rithms within one system will be given in Section IV-B3.

1) Garver 6-Bus System: Although K is valued as 4, the
solution space of this small-scale system is still limited; thus,
all methods achieve the convergence in seconds. With the help
of B&C framework and acceleration strategies, the BCBD is
almost 10× faster to arrive at the global optimal solution when
compared with MILP solvers. Dynamic MILP algorithms sig-
nificantly perform better than the traditional ones in this system.

2) IEEE 24-Bus Test System: This is a medium-scale system,
all algorithms are able to achieve the global optimal solution
within 40 min. It can be concluded from Table III that parallel
implementation with 24 threads works much better than the
sequential ones, but it is hard to distinguish which one performs
better than another for the dynamic and the traditional mode.
The convergence curves for different algorithms are illustrated
in Fig. 6. BCBD converges faster than all the other four MILP
solvers in the early stage, which is due to the two-phase method;
however, the MILP solvers with 24 threads suddenly converged
into the global optimal solution in the later stage, which is due
to the built-in heuristics. Different with some efficient heuristics
designed for specific problems, the built-in heuristics in Cplex
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Fig. 6. Behavior of optimality gap for the IEEE 24-bus test system.

Fig. 7. Behavior of optimality gap for the IEEE 118-bus test system.

are designed for a general purpose; thus, their performance for
SCTEP is not stable.

3) IEEE 118-Bus Test System: Although this system has a
large solution space due to a large number of decision variables,
it is not so much difficult when compared with the IEEE 24-bus
system from the aspect of solution time. The reason is that the
configuration is more sufficient for the 118-bus system, i.e., the
number of circuits needed to be built is limited. Different from
the results of the former system, BCBD shows its advantage
over the other four MILP solvers in this system, where a speedup
of 29.71, 23.74, 11.33, and 7.68 is gained, respectively. When
BCBD terminates, an optimality gap of 99.89% is still holding
for all the other methods, although two of them run in parallel
with 24 threads.

It can be seen from Fig. 7 that several MILP solvers experi-
ence a long flat at the beginning, indicating that it is very hard
to find a feasible solution for this problem. Another interesting
phenomenon is the sharp decrease in the final stage, which is
due to the special structure of this problem that it may be easy
to derive the global optimal solution from lots of feasible solu-
tions. BCBD can find a high-quality feasible solution with less
effort by the help of all generated cuts from Phase 1; thus, it
performs dramatically well for this problem. This can also be
observed from the fact that the convergence process of BCBD
is similar with the last stages of MILP_traditional (1 thread).

4) South Brazilian 46-Bus System: This is a medium-scale
real system, but its solution is more difficult than the 118-bus
system. The fastest algorithm BCBD requires 15.61 h to meet the

Fig. 8. Behavior of optimality gap for the South Brazilian 46-bus system.

TABLE IV
RANK TABLE FOR THE PERFORMANCE OF FIVE TYPES OF METHODS

Algorithms 6-bus 24-bus 118-bus 46-bus 300-bus Sum

A 2 5 5 4 4 20
B 3 1 4 2 2 12
C 5 3 3 5 5 21
D 4 2 2 3 3 14
E 1 4 1 1 1 8

A: MILP_dynamic (1 thread) B: MILP_dynamic (24 threads)
C: MILP_traditional (1 thread) D: MILP_traditional (24 threads)
E: BCBD_traditional (1 thread)

gap of 0.00%; in contrast, two MILP solvers could not even con-
verge after running for 48 h: a gap of 22.80% and 11.22% is still
remaining. It should be noted that parallel implementation plays
a major role for MILP solvers in the solution of this test system.

The sequential BCBD is 16 h faster than the successfully con-
verged MILP solvers, although they are implemented in parallel
with 24 threads. Fig. 8 demonstrates the behavior of optimality
gap for the 46-bus system. It can be seen that it takes almost
16 h for MILP solvers working in parallel mode to converge
into a gap of 15%; however, it is just hundreds of seconds for
BCBD, which is greatly due to the two-phase acceleration strat-
egy. Both BCBD and the other two parallel MILP solvers spent
nearly 16 h to fulfill the rest searching process, which proves
that integrating BD into B&C framework is competitive when
compared with parallel MILP solvers for really tough problems.

5) IEEE 300-Bus Test System: This large-scale system pro-
vides great challenges for all five methods since no method can
finish the searching within 48 h. Nevertheless, the superiority of
BCBD can still be identified by the finally achieved gaps. Al-
though the last gap is only 5.41% for BCBD, it may takes tens
of hours to arrive at 0.00% according to the previous experience
for 46-bus system shown in Fig. 8. In terms of MILP solvers
with larger termination gaps, requirement on the execution time
and effort is much higher.

C. Discussion

1) Qualitative Evaluation: In order to distinguish which pat-
tern and mode of MILP solver performs better for SCTEP,
a qualitative evaluation is introduced in Table IV, where the
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Fig. 9. Solution configuration and execution time for different K values with the Garver 6-bus system.

number in each column represents the performance rank of
the corresponding algorithm for each problem, i.e., the fastest
one ranks 1 and the slowest one ranks 5. By adding the num-
bers for each row, there is 8(rowE ) < 12(rowB ) < 14(rowD ) <
20(rowA) < 21(rowC ) . It can be concluded that BCBD performs
better than the others across the five test systems. Two more con-
clusions can also be drawn for different versions of the MILP
solver: 1) Parallel implementation works better than sequen-
tial, since 12(rowB ) < 20(rowA) and 14(rowD ) < 21(rowC ) in dy-
namic and traditional modes, respectively; 2) dynamic mode
performs better than traditional, as 20(rowA) < 21(rowC ) and
12(rowB ) < 14(rowD ) in sequential and parallel environments,
respectively.

2) Sensitivity Analysis for K: As shown in Table II, K has
a large difference on the number of binary variables Knc ,
continuous variables |S| · ((K + 1)nc + 3nb), and inequality
constraints |S| · (5Knc + 4nbnc + nc). Therefore, a sensitivity
analysis on the solution configuration and efficiency for differ-
ent K values based on the Garver 6-bus system is conducted in
this section. Fig. 9 depicts all the results, which can be analyzed
from two aspects.

1) Solution configuration: If K = 1, there is no feasible so-
lution even if all candidate circuits are built. One reason
is that the requirement of large number of circuits on key
corridors, such as 4–6, is very hard to be replaced by other
corridors. When K = 2, global optimal solution is acces-
sible with a total cost of $200 m. As K increases to 3, one
more circuit can be built on corridor 4–6, which results in
a cost reduction of $20 m. Nevertheless, the cost cannot
be reduced further by increasing K since n4

ij = 0 for all
ij ∈ C, which means the saturation point for the Garver
6-bus system is K = 3.

2) Solution efficiency: Discussion for K = 1 is skipped since
there is no feasible solution. Comparing K = 4 with
K = 3 and K = 2, it can be seen that the execution
time increases for all algorithms as K increases, although
K = 4 and K = 3 have the same optimal solution con-
figuration. The reason is that a large K value represents
larger solution space.

Fig. 10. Lower and upper bounds for BCBD of the South Brazilian 46-bus
system.

D. Performance Analysis

Although the superiority of BCBD over MILP solvers has
been revealed in the above-mentioned discussion, which com-
ponent (B&C framework or acceleration strategies) facilitates
the computational improvement is still not recognized. There-
fore, further detailed comparison has been carried out in this
section to figure out that issue.

Lower bound is employed to depict the convergence process.
As shown in Section III-A, the lower bound is determined by
the objective value of master problem. With the adding of cuts at
each iteration, the master problem becomes more constrained;
therefore, the objective value will increase monotonically, which
provides a good parameter to describe the convergence charac-
teristic. On the other hand, the upper bound fluctuates heav-
ily since it is related with subproblems, where a large penalty
may be triggered irregularly. Fig. 10 shows the lower and upper
bounds for BCBD of the 46-bus system, where the fluctuated up-
per bound is flattened by lines 10–12 in Algorithm 2. Compared
with the upper bound with long flat intervals, the lower bound
provides more information about the convergence process.
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TABLE V
DIFFERENT TYPES OF ALGORITHMS FOR PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Algorithms Description

Alg.1 MILP_dynamic (24 threads)
Alg.2 CLBD without acceleration strategies
Alg.3 BCBD without acceleration strategies
Alg.4 CLBD without multicut strategy
Alg.5 BCBD without multicut strategy
Alg.6 CLBD with full acceleration strategies
Alg.7 BCBD with full acceleration strategies

Fig. 11. Convergence properties of different algorithms for the South Brazilian
46-bus system.

As shown in Table III and Figs. 6–8, the solution processes of
6-, 24-, and 118-bus systems are short and not stable (e.g., fre-
quently sharp decrease), whereas the execution time of 300-bus
system is too long and the convergence is not guaranteed. There-
fore, the 46-bus system is finally determined as the test bed due
to its moderate convergence process and time consumption.

In order to distinguish the performance enhancement
achieved from different components, seven types of algorithms
are separated from BCBD and CLBD for comparison, which are
listed in Table V. Fig. 11 illustrates the growth trend of the lower
bound for Alg.1–7 on the 46-bus system, where the following
findings can be observed.

1) Alg.7 is faster than Alg.1, showing that the B&C frame-
work and acceleration strategies are successful for the
MILP solution of SCTEP.

2) Alg.7 terminates at 16 h, whereas Alg.6 cannot find
the global optimal until 48 h, indicating that the B&C
framework plays an important role in the performance
improvement.

3) Alg.6 converges faster than Alg.7 at the very beginning,
the reason is that the incumbents in the searching tree of
BCBD are not yet the optimum solution of the master
problem; therefore, the cuts generated from subproblems
cannot cut the feasible region efficiently. For CLBD, the
optimal solution from master problem is always utilized.

4) Alg.6 performances better than Alg.1 in the first 30 h;
however, MILP solver suddenly jumps to the global opti-
mal at 33 h due to the dynamic search mechanism, which
is also an evidence that the MILP solver has been greatly
advanced in the last decades [9].

5) It has been revealed that BD may not work well with-
out much additional enhancements; therefore, Alg.2 and
Alg.3 show a weak performance.

6) Alg.4 and Alg.5 present good performance compared to
Alg.2 and Alg.3 respectively, proving that the other three
acceleration strategies except multicut contribute a lot in
the iterative process.

7) The acceleration acquired by the introduction of multi-
cut strategy is depicted by the fact that Alg.7 and Alg.6
perform better than Alg.5 and Alg.4.

8) One drawback of BCBD is that it may run out of memory
when a huge B&C searching tree must be maintained, as
shown by Alg.3 and Alg.5. On the other hand, CLBD has
lower requirements on the computational resources even
if it runs for 48 h.

To sum up, both the B&C framework and acceleration strate-
gies contribute a lot to boost the efficiency of BCBD, making it
perform better than the MILP solver and CLBD. Note that the
searching tree of BCBD should be trimmed efficiently, other-
wise it will grow to be very large and run out of the memory;
therefore, the acceleration strategies are paramount for the suc-
cess of BCBD. In terms of CLBD, the master problem is solved
independently at each iteration, and the occupied memory will
be freed when solving the subproblems.

V. CONCLUSION

To cope with the SCTEP problem, a BCBD algorithm is
proposed by integrating BD into the B&C framework. Different
with the CLBD framework, where the master problem is
MILP, the BCBD replaces the MILP with LP, resulting in great
reduction in computational resource and execution time. Four
acceleration strategies have also been investigated to enhance
the convergence efficiency as well as to restrict the solution
space. Comprehensive computational experiments between
BCBD and commercial MILP solver Cplex are conducted on
five benchmark test systems ranging from 6 to 300 buses. Al-
though parallel computing with 24 threads is enabled for some
MILP solvers, the superiority of BCBD has been validated for
the majority of systems. Detailed performance analysis has also
been conducted to distinguish the performance improvements
from B&C framework and acceleration strategies, where seven
types of algorithms separated from BCBD and CLBD are
involved. The results indicate that both the B&C framework and
acceleration strategies contribute a lot to boost the efficiency
of BCBD. Future work will be expanded to the combination of
SCTEP and the generation expansion planning, the economic
dispatch, and the unit commitment. In addition, new challenges
confronted by modern power systems, such as the uncertainty
from the intermittent renewable generators and transmission
losses, will also be investigated.
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